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During the week of November 5, 1977, DLT-1 flew
• New York to meet with Konstanty Z. Hanff and ultimatcAv
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ates were indicated, it was indicated these letters W'2:Q
it .ten in the recent past. The letters were written
ious Communist country embassy stationery. The letterF:

ned with the names of actual Polish and Russian
s stationed in the embassies. Source speculated thilt

ust have assets in the embassies who have furni3hed him
ith the letterhead stationery. As an example of su.' letters,tC V one letter was written to the FBI divulging derogato:- infor-

Nlj	 mation about certain diplomats in the Polish embassy and was
signed by an ex-vice counsel of the Polish embassy in
Washington, D. C.
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

On November 14, 1977, the following information
4	 was furnished by a representative of another U. S. Government

agency which conducts intelligence-type investigations.
The information was furnished to that government agency by
DLT-1.

Other letters have been written by Hanff on letter-
head stationery of the Polish embassy in Washington, D. C.,
the letters having been sent to prominent U. S. businessmen
referring to their last visit to Poland, saying that their
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conduct was disgusting and that they would never receive
a visa to visit Poland again.

Another example was a letter of one East European
embassy written to another in an attempt to cause tension.
For example, the former Polish ambassador to the United •
States sent a letter to the second Secretary of the Russian
embassy in Washington, D. C., telling the Russian official
that his invitation to a social function was in error, and
that the Russian could not attend the function.

Another such letter according to source was written
to the FBI on Polish embassy stationery stating that a certain

• person "furnishing the name" would soon be reca1 d to Poland.

In addition to the letters written by Hanff, he
discussed planning a provocation against Polish )fficial

• stationed in the United States. Althok!gh he indlcated h -
plans for this provocation were not cor-Ilete, he indicat(
that it would take the form of Hanff c. 'ling the Polish
embassy from JFK International Airport in New York, or

•calling the Polish mission to the United Nations, statinc
that he was a Polish professor who had just arrivr•n, and
was supposed to be met by Polish officials. When _he Po2 •

offidials would show up at the airport, Hanff wouLl be p-
and start an :altercation and then would accuse the Polls.
Officials of attempting to kidnap him. According to the.
.source, Hanff was planning this type of provocation
48 hours of President Carter's trip to Warsaw.

Source advised that except for the conversation
with Hanff where he described his intentions of instituting
a provocation against the Polish officials, the letters
referred to were observed by the source in Hanff's case or
cabinet without Hanff's knowledge.

Source advised that Hanff is the publisher of
"Free Poland", a weekly periodical circulated from New York
to Polish ' communities in the United States.
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dallas, Texas 75201
December 2, 1977

SECRET

KONSTANTY Z. HANFF,
ALSO KNOWN AS KONRAD HAZETT

On November 28, 1977, DLT-1, another U. S.
Government Agency which conducts intelligence-type investi-
gations, furnished information received from DLT-2 as
follows:

• Konstanty Z. Hanff, who is the publisher of "Free
Poland," a news periodical circulated from New York to
ethnic Polish communities in the United States, has written'
several letters to the Ambassador of Sweden, the Ambassador
of Norway and U. S. Senator Strom Thurmond, all during
the month of November, 1977, copies of which are attached
and made a part hereof. Basically, the letters indicate
there is a list of some 50 Polish intelligence agents'iahich
Konstanty Hanff is making available to the recipients, and
alleges that the names were prepared by one Janusz Rawicz-
Kochanski, whom Hanff describes as a former Polish intelligence
officer who defected to the west after several years of cooper-
ation with the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA).(S)

According to DLT-2, the 50 names of alleged Polish
intelligence officers were not furnished to Konstanty Z.
Hanff, but the names appeared in a manuscript of a book
being written by Janusz Kochanski, which Kochanski had turned
over to Hanff for possible publication at some future date.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency;

Sources whose identities are concealed herein have furnished
reliable information in the past except where otherwise stated.
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KONSTANTY Z. HANFF 

According to DLT-2, some of the names in the list made
up by Hanff are Polish intelligence officers; however,
others are merely acquaintances of Janusz Kochanski
and are not Polish intelligence officers. (S)

DLT-2, who visited Konstanty Z. Hanff in
New York during the first week of November, was told
by Hanff that he might possibly be indicted, indicating
that he was under investigation by somebody and possibly
was being investigated by Israel. According to DLT-2,
the investigation goes all the way back to when Hanff
was an SS officer for Germany. Source related that
Hanff's personal files contain much background infor-
mation on his SS activities, and even includes photographs
of him in an SS uniform standing over graves of Jews. (S)

DLT-2 further advised that Hanff apparently
has good feelings about the Defense Intelligence Agency,
and has a friend in St. Louis, Missouri named Nik, who
writes books on guerilla warfare. Although Hanff did
not say that Nik was connected with the Defense Intelligence
Agency, by the tone of his conversation, DLT-2 thought
possibly Nik was associated with this agency. DLT-2
had previously furnished information obtained during
this visit to Hanff in early November, 1977, that Hanff
was preparing plans for a provocation directed against
the Polish mission to the United Nations by calling
Polish officials to J. F. Kennedy Airport in New York,
and then feigning a kidnapping attempt by the Polish
officials in order to embarrass the Polish Government.
This provocation was to be timed to President Carter's
departure for Warsaw, Poland; however, since President
Carter delayed his trip, source does not know the
actual date of the intended provocation except that
it possibly will occur in early 1978. Hanff had asked
source to be involved in this provocation; however,
source declined. According to DLT-2, Nik in St. Louis
was to be involved in the kidnapping provocation. (S)

DLT-2 advised that he was offered $10,000
by writer Henry Landowski of the Polish Daily News in
New York to break his relationship with Hanff. DLT-2



KONSTANTY Z. HANFF

advised that he refused to accept the money because
he wanted to sever his relations with Hanff for idea-
logical or methodilogical reasons and did not want it
to look like he was being bought by anyone. In this
regard, DLT-2 furnished DLT-1 a copy of a letter written
to Hanff severing this relationship, which letter is
attached and made a part hereof. (S)

According to DLT-2, who had previously furnished
information concerning a letter written by Hanff to
Kurt Waldheim, Secretary General of the United Nations,
informing Waldheim that a Polish member of the United
Nations staff was an intelligence officer. Source stated
that the full contents of an article concerning this
Polish official was printed in the November 22, 1977
issue of "News World" in New York by writer Hal McKenzie.
($)

DLT-2 believes that as a result of the letter
written to Hanff, he will probably become very vocal
against the FBI and the CIA after •he receives the letter.
(S),
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'Hi Excellency
Count Wilhelm Wachtmeister
Ambassador of Sweden
3900 Nebraska Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20016

BOX 768
MADISON SQUARE STATION P. a
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10010

November 9, 1977

Your Excellency,

I have tried to aoroach Mr. Sten Tersmeden at the New York
Consulate but, he expressed his disinteresment, which for
us is understandable.

Mr. Janusz KOCHANSKI, member of our organization who has had
special session with the Swedich intelligence and counter-
intelligence representatives in Frankfurt am Main in the
Summer of 1967, is ready to disclose now everything what he
has not disclosed at that session because of the presence
of Mr. Roger Holland of the CIA.

I would like not only to explain reasons why the situation
• now is different from that of 1967, but also ask you kindly
for decision as to how to arrange this exchange of information.

This is, beyond any doubts, vital to the best interests of
your country. We like to offer you names and descriptions of
about 50 agents of the Polish Communist intelligence peOple,
some of them still active in Sweden,

Please, have in mind that the only reason we write this
letter and make such proposal is because we are strongly
involved and devoted to the cause of defeating Communist
infiltration in the West.

•

Konstanty Z. Hanff, Ph.D.
•• SpOkesman for the Combat•

Organ,i.zation FREE POLAND

EZH:ej

Business phone : 362-36
Home :	 793-9115
Area code : 212
Private address : 112-50 78th Avenue, Apt.5A

Forest Hills, New York 11375

\\
Please accept my expression of highest respet,

• ■

;\ (	 \\\)
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BOX 768
MADISON SQUARE STATION P. O.
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10010

, His Excellency •
'Soren Christian Sommerfelt
Ambassador of Norway
3401 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20007.

November 9, 1977

Your Excellency,

Mr. Janusz KOCHANSKI, member of our organization who has had
special session with the Norvegian intelligence and counter7
intelligence representatives in 1967, is ready to disclose
now everything what he has not disclosed at that session because
of the presence of Mr. Roger Holland of the CIA.

I would like not only to explain reasons why the situation
now is different from that of 1967, but also ask you kindly
for decision as to how to arrange this exchange of
information.

This is, beyond any doubt, vital to the best interests of
yOur country. We like to offer names and descriptions of

. about 50 agents of the Polish Communist intelligence people,
. some of them still active in Norway.

Please, have in mind that the only reason we write this
letter and make such proposal is because we are strongly

. involved and devoted to the cause of defeating Communist
infiltration in the West,.

Please accept my expression of highest respect,

Lj

Konstanty Z. Hanff,'Ph.D.
Spokesman for the Combat .
Organization FREE POLAND

EZH:ej

'Business . phone'
Home : •	 •	 •	 .

Private address :

/212/ ,362-3650
. /2 .12/ .793-9115. .
112-50 78th Avenue, Apt.5A
Forest Hills, New York 11375.
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, Ponorable
Strom Thurmond
United States Senate

209 Russel S.O.B.
.Washington, D.C. 20510

SOX 768
MADISON SQUARE STATION P. O.
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10010

November 14, 1977

Dear Senator,
.

• \

As I understand the present policy of Department of State and of
the CIA, these two agencies are not interested in the area of .

-Communist infiltration, • political intelligence and subversive
activities performed permanently and with growing intensity by
the intelligence services of Countries ruled by Communists.
I am strongly concerned with this situation.

I have learned that many information in this area passed to the
CIA in the past never reached the FBI, Moreover, even those
information which finally have reached FBI, they'did not cause
proper action. At least, we do not know of any results of

• investigations, if any undertaken thanks to the leads given by
. our organization,

It is obvious that making these information public or giving it
• to counterintelligence of some other countries (Sweden or Norway,

for example) surely would atract much more attention but, we like
. to remain loyal to the United States, the country of our asylum, .

and for this reason alone we can not judge for ourselfwhether
. such a move would he an appropriate one having An viewthe'.vital
interests of this country.

• We are An possession of a partial listing of POLISH COMMUNIST
INTELLIGENCE AGENTS in Poland, USA, Sweden and . Norway, which

•contains over 170 names, most of.them known • to the CIA but, as
far we know, mostly not known to the FBI or to the Scandinavian

- counterintelligence.
./
It is a well known pattern in cases' the primary recipient of such

in the controversy Mr t JANUSZ RAWICZ-KOCHANSKI versus CIA, that
information does not like any further disclosures, as it is now

the latter may disseminate defamatory rumors about the mental
instabilfty of Mr,Kochanski, or may try to otherwise destroy his
credibility, as it is in my • case versus Department Of State.
N.
Please, dear . Senator, give me a chance to speak with you hr. your
assistant, before you will decide to undertake any steps in this

' highly sensitive matter.

continued page two
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I would be most honored haying an invitation from.you.

With utmos respect, I am t
vEçTy truly çours,

---J

KOnstanty Z. Hanff,	 D.
spokesman for the Com at
Organization FREE POLAND

:confidential

BOX 768	 •

MADISON SQUARE • STATION P. P.
NEW YORK, NEW YORK ; 10010

There is no objection on our part in case you would like to act
in cooperation With Honorable Senator Jesse Helms or Honorable
Congressman Larry MacDonald.

page two



November 16, 1977

NO TE

. The attached feature is. based entirely upon the disclosures made by
JANUSZ KOCHANSKI ; . former officer of the Polish Communist Intelligence
who defected to the West after some years of cooperation with the CIA.

Below is an abstract from his dossier which may be \freely used as
supporting material for the final editing of this article.

The contents of this story is authorized and this can be anytime
confirmed by phone conversation with JANUSZ KOCHANSKI.

JANUSZ KOCHANSKI . is a member of the Combat Organization
FREE POLAND and this fact should be mentioned in the final
.edition of this article.

. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

DOSSIER
	

P-1 0 7 5	 JANUSZ KOCHANSKI (now under new name)

Born in 1930 in Warsaw, Poland. 1949-53 7 student of the University. of
Warsaw, majoring in economics ; 1953 - recruited into the Polish Communist
Intelligence Service ; 1953-54 - School of Intelligence, Warsaw,Poland.;
1954-56 - Department I, Branch 4, Polish Communist Intelligence Service
1956 -58 - Attache of the Polish Embassy in Stockholm, Sweden, head of .the
illegal espionage network ; 1958 - expelled from Sweden for espionage;
1958 -60 - Department I, Branch 1-A, Polish Communist Intelligence Service,
espionage support and logistics ; 1960 - present during assassination of

' his former friend, defected head of the espionage network in France,
Wladyslaw Mroz, in Paris ; 1960 -64 - Polish Foreign Ministry, Warsaw,
Poland, chief of the department dealing with Poles living abroad
1964 -66 - Secretary Of the Polish Embassy in Oslo, Norway, head of the
intelligence network for the entire Scandinavia, and, at the same time
cooperation with the CIA ; 1967 - return to Warsaw and escape to the West; .
1967 -68 - debriefing by the CIA and special assignements for the CIA ,
outside of theUnited , States. Tried in absentia by the Polish Communist
. Military Court in Warsaw . and sentenced to.death.
1969 to present - living in various . places in the United States on his own;
under new identity.
In October 1975 joined voluntarily the Combat Organization FREE POLAND.

Abstract, KZH:ej, P-1075, 2b
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C) 1977

by KONSTANTY Z, HANFF

POLISH COMMUNIST INTELLIGENCE OFFICER SERVES AS UNDER

SECRETARY GENERAL OF UNITED NATIONS IN NEW YORK

Colonel Bohdan LEWANDOWSKI, professional intelligence officer since he was.
twenty years of age, started his career from the post of a code clerk,
back in 1946. At that time, he did not have even his high school diploma.
Yet, from that time on he began to climb the ladder of his diplomatic
career and, with no less enthusiasm, the steps of his career as a cadre
officer of the Polish Communist Intelligence Service.

The life of a code clerc is not the most pleasant one. Usually he is a
prisoner of an embassy or consulate building, not allowed to leave it.
He is not allowed even to participate in receptions and parties given by
other diplomatic missions, except of those which are considered to be
"very friendly country". During a party or reception at his own installation,
a code clerc usually serves as a bartender. The only honor he is allowed
to enjoy is a rank of an attache which customarily is given only because
of the importance and secrecy of his job and for the sake of securing his
diplomatic immunity.

Such was the life of Bohdan LEWANDOWSKI when he meet Miss Helena HARRIS,
' daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harris, formerly HARACZ, the owners of a resort-

motel in Orchard Lake, Michigan. Mr. and Mrs. Haracz were Communists.
Their motel served as a resort place for tired employees of Polish Communist
consulate. But, at that time, having family in a Western country created
a dark spot on the conscience of a servile member of Communist party. So,
when Bohdan LEWANDOWSKI finally was given the permission to marry Miss
Helena, the Polish Communist Security Service asked her parents to sell
.their property in United States and settle in Poland.

Helena LEWANDOWSKA is 4 years older than Bohdan and, already then, she has
had the farofession of a school teacher. The Polish Communist intelligence,
then .a Department within the Ministry . of . PubliC SeCurity (MBP), employed
Mrs. Helena as a teacher of English and as a counselor. on American affairs.
She has been working in these capacities in 1949-51 and, as to the best
knowledge of our source of this story Mr.. JANUSZ KOCHANSKI, • at least from
September, 1953 to July, 1954. She was teaching English in the School of

' Intelligence at Dluga Street in Warsaw, Poland. One can with utmost proba-
bility assume that even now she knows personally many intelligence agents,
who are now on assigneMent here, in the United States, and who have been
.......... 44.4..44. ........ 4.444444414..4441 ........ . 1 444+4444 44+4 4++.0e*
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continued .	 page two

' her students in the past.

One of her best students was JAN BABINSKI who later posed as an executive
director of Polish National Tourist Enterprise ORBIS in New York, working
here for many years and, in reality, being the number two in the Polish
Communist espionage network on the East Coast.

Another of her students was one AUGUSTYN SZCZEPANSKI, nickname "GUTEK".
He was an expert in smuggling people out of Szczecin and Gdansk, from
Poland to the West. Polish Communist intelligence and counterintelligence
purposedly closed their eyes when the Poles fled the country. "Gutek's"
task was to. plant among them as many agents as it was possible. These
agents have had to settle in the West and wait for further instructions.
"Gutek" charged up to $ 75,000 from a candidate for run7away 1 especially
if such a candidate was a Jew.

One day,' "Gutek" SZCZEPANSKI was found on the roadside nearly dead and
terribly massacred. This was done by the sailors who went mad when they
have discovered that "Gutek" is an officer of the Security Service. After
this incident, a long hospital care brought him back his life but, he
became a drunkard. Yet, despite his drinking problem, he did not lost his
job with the Intelligence Service for he was the only man who could keep
.alive contacts with many agents already abroad, whom he personally smuggled
out of the country. The Intelligence Service was not only forced to give
him from time to time assignements, including visiting Western countries
but, moreover, they decided to teach him better English. This way "Gutek"
was assigned (about 1959) to be taught English by. Mrs. Helena LEWANDOWSKI,
the present wife of Under Secretary General of UN in New York.

Mrs. Helena is not only A years older from her husband but also dgood
head taller than he. Still worse, Bohdan has no sexual predilections at
all but Mrs. Helena right on the contrary. So, it was not very strange
that during the many business trips of her husband', since he was so tired
from extremely demanding duties in the intelligence and diplomacy area,

•into their beautiful apartment at Liberation Avenue (Aleja Wyzwolenia),
somewhere between the Saviour's Place (Plac Zbawiciela) and Polytechnical
Institute; moved de facto "Gutek". Mrs. Helena, no doubts, liked him more
than any other, of her students. Yet, this does not mean that she did not
.like the others at all. After classes at the School of Intelligence, she
used to arrange friendly parties at home inviting 2-3 selected students.
These parties started with few drinks and not so professionalconversation
and, as a rule, finished in an outspoken sex orgy.

Yet "Gutek" was the best of all. Strong, well built/ tall, he was loaded
sex . driVe. Even'two or . three broads at one session was not too much

for him.. "Gutek" was well known for his sex orgies at the hotel for
intelligence service (corner of Belwederska and Podcharazych Street) in
Warsaw, where he usually resided. It must be frankly said, that neither

• "Gutek's" orgies nor Mrs.Helena's sexual doings, nor the affair between
two of them, was no secret for the intelligence community and security
service whatsoever. Practically everyone knew about these didos except
Colonel Bohdan LEWANDOWSKI. Who knows, maybe he was not interested to
know. He was too busy with his own career.

10



continued	 .	 page three'

'Colonel Bohdan LEWANDOWSKI was lifted to the key position in the United
Nations' Organization in New York. He is now Under Secretary General, the
. right hand of Kurt WALDHEIM, chief of the Department of Conference Services
and Special Assignements.

For this top job in diplomacy the Polish Communist Intelligence Service
has prepared Colonel Bohdan LEWANDOWSKI since many years. When Poland's
Minister of Foreign Affairs Rapacki was still alive but suffering of
cancer, rumors circulated in Warsaw that LEWANDOWSKI is the only serious
candidate to be his successor. At that time, LEWAN •OWSKI has had the post
of deputy chief of the Foreign Department of Central Committee of the Polish
United Workers' Party (official name of the Polish ruling Communist party).
He did not became the Foreign Minister only because the Communist party
prepared him for the present position. The US citizenship of his wife Helena
might play some role in this decision.

-

What are his tasks here, in New York ?

First : he is watching all negociations going on at the United Nations
between various delegations. This way he is able to obtain advance knowledge
about all diplomatic moves to be made and also watch the decision makins
process within the office of Kurt Waldheim. Early information about such
events allows the Communists to.undertake appropriate countermeasures in •
case the prepared political move could unpleasantly affect them somehow:
Even short period of time before given subject matter becomes known publicly
gives the Communists real advantage in diplomatic actions.
Second, and much more important task assigned to Colonel Bohdan LEWANDOWSKI,
he is preparing personal profiles on all his friends and diplomats he meets
from all over the world. These characteristics are made just from one angle
usefulness of a particular individual as a target for possible recruitment
by the Polish Communist intelligence. Such pre-selection of candidates . is
higly important area of activities of any intelligence service. Colonel
LEWANDOWSKI is collecting data on human weaknesses which are helpful in
defining whether the "target" can be approached and how to do it best.

Another interesting story about the political past of the present Under
Secretary General of UN, colonel of Polish Communist Intelligence Service
Bohdan LEWANDOWSKI

Back in 1958-62 in Warsaw, at least once a month LEWANDOWSKI was invited by
Witold Sienkiewicz, then head of the Department I MSW (Intelligence) to
speak before the entire staff of his department on current and higly sensitive
subjects..LEWANDOWSKI was frank and very precise' in presenting, point by
point, problems of political relations . between top party leaders, members •

. Of the Polit'Bureau. He has presentend . nOt only their very private Opinions
- but also details . about the factional frictions among them and about . the

struggle for power going on on the stage of the inner circle of Communist
rulers.

11



continued
	

page four
•

For example, the Department of Intelligence was the first government agency
in Poland to know - from Lewandowski - about the fall and the end of
political career of Roman ZADROWSKI, then a very strong Man in thej3olit
Bureau. When the fight for power between Edward ZIEREK and General MOCZAR
just started, it was LEWANDOWSKI who informed abopt this situation his
colleagues at the Department of Intelligence. He was then the strongest.
supporter of General MOCZAR who, at that time, desperately fought for power
and made all efforts in order to overthrow GIEREK.

In March of 1962, LEWANDOWSKI said as follows (quotation reconstructed by
JANUSZ KOCHANSKI) : "You know, Comrades, about the internal fight between
the group of General MOCZAR and Gierek's people. Such internal friction
does exist, indeed. But, I can assure you, CoMrades, that in case Comrade
GOMULKA should resign due to his illness, then nobody else but Comrade
General MOCZAR will be our First Secretary of the Party. Comrade Gierek
with his emigree's past has no chances at all. Some are mentioning the
name of Comrade Kliszko. But, as you well know, his role as the Polit
Bureau member reduces actually to his taking part in checkers games with
Gomulka, which both love so much."

After these speeches, LEWANDOWSKI usually was adding 3 "This what 1 am
saying here at home, as you well understand, Comrades, can not go beyond
walls of this building." These declarations have been welcomed with loud
laughters of nearly. 400 men strong audience, all of them being employees,
of the Department I MSW (Intelligence). The building he mentioned was
the, so called "Dworek", at Ksawerow Street (mokotow) in Warsaw, where the
club of the intelligence was located.

Such is the profession of Mr. and Mrs. Bohdan LEWANDOWSKI and such is the
political climate typical for the Communist "diplomates".

The American taxpayer is giving a nice share for the maintaining of United
Nations headquarter here, in New York. It is a shame to pay for salaries
of UN officials who perform here nothing but their intelligence assignements
for the benefit of the worst enemies of the United States.

END

STORY NO': 1
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BOX 768

MADISON SQUARE STATION P. 0.
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10010

POLISH COMMUNIST INTELLIGENCE AGENTS	 (partial listing)

Full description of these individuals and •heir activities in the past
can be presented upon request, after :reaching an agreement as to the
conditions of such disclosure. Each case can be supported by 1-2 page
additional report. •

This list was prepared on November 7, 1977 by JANUSZ RAWICZ.KOCHANSKI,
• former Polish intelligence officer who defected to the West after
Several years of cooperation with the CIA. As of today, this list of

• 'agents was never disclosed to anyone except the CIA.

Most of the individuals listed below are operating in Poland, unless
a different name of country or address is given next to the particular
name.

1. WLADYSLAW ALEKSANDROWICZ, nickname : Wlodek, MSW Dept.I, expert:.
in preparation of false documents, ext.phone.2097.

2. KRZYSZTOF PROCHNICKI, professional photo reporter, now probably
in the USA

3. KAZIMIERZ PASTOR, former Head of the Personnel Dept. of the MSW
Dept.I, recently chief of the baggage dept.at the airport Okecie,
in Warsaw

4. LUCJAN P4TKOWSKI, tel.at the Central Committee - 447077, home
253432, special number to call 212068

S. WIESLAW REDYGIER, manager of a branch at the Foreign Trade Dept.
of the Central Committee of PUWP. Son of pre-war Communist Party
of Poland Political Buereau member, then muredered in USSR, he was
the adopted son of late Communist President Bierut.

6. WLADYSLAW RUTKA, chief of the Dept:II (counter-intelligence) for
the City of Warsaw .

• STEFAN RZESZOT, sport journalist, chairman of the Hokey League,
works both for the Dept.I and II (Intell. and Counterintell.)

13
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page two

.POLISH COMMUNIST I	 ftIGENCE AGENTS

(partial listing)

continued

BOX 768
MADISON SQUARE STATION P. O.
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10010

8. T. RYBAK, National Tourist Enterprise ORBTS, formerly superior of JI-1

Babinski, as a branch chief at the Dept.II, fired for the raping of
a 12 year old daughter of his mistress, responsible for the Poles from
abroad visiting Poland

9. Colonel WITOLD SIENKIEWICZ, special phone (then) 40852 -

10, Dr.ALEKSANDER SZULC, Poznan, Poland, agent for Scandinavia, Dept.I MSW

11. ZYGMUNT SLIWINSKI, officer of the Dept.I MSW, employed (cover) with
ANIMEX Foreign Trade Enterprise, he might be now in the USA

12. KAZIMIERZ SPANDOWSKI, PolishWestern Agency (Polska Agencja Zachodnia)
	 r---

13. ZYGMUNT SULKOWSKI, agent of Dept.I MSW, Exec.director of the LOT office,
Warynski Street, Warsaw, Poland

14. ZYGMUNT SOBCZYNSKI, son-in-law of Hilary CHELCHOWSKI, officer of the
Dept. I MSW; recently with the Polish Embassy in Washington, DC

15, JADWIGA STOLARCZYK, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Warsaw, Poland

. 16. GEORGE SEBASTOS, Polish Ocean Lines, Greek origin, recruited by
Jan Babinski, where now ?

17. JAN SZTUK, Dept.I MSW

18. TYSZ, editor of the Communist GLOS. LUDOWY, Detroit, Michigan,
received $ .20,000 in cash in 1961 in room 258 of Hotel GRAND in
Warsaw, Poland

19. STEFAN SZATKOWSKI, Dept. I MSW, First secretary of the Polish Embassy
in Rome, Italy	 (brother of # 20)

20. TADEUSZ SZADKOWSKI (different spelling of the last name, despite that
they are brothers , chief of branch 3, Dept,I MSW, Chief of the
Military Mission in West Berlin .

• 21. T, TKÀCZYK photo reporter in . Gdansk, Poland,'works for the SB MSW
• in Gdansk	 .

22. CZESLAW TREPNER, officer of NIK (Highest Chamber of Control, Warsaw,
Poland) and. of the Dept. II MSW at the same time

23. JERZY UJCZAK, agent of SB in Warsaw, Poland, friend of Lucjan LIK, form.
ambassador of the PPR in Liban

24. ADAM BABIARZ, Military Intelligence (so called II Dept.of ' Ministry of
National Defense)

14
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25. BOGUSLAW BAGINSKI, Dept,' MSIN/ internal security, branch -7 .

NIKOS BURNIOS: Greek origin, agent of the Dept,I MSW.

•27, STANISLAW BINIECKI, Branch 5, Dept, I MSW2 ; now with the POLONIA Association.

28, Dr. EUZEBIUSZ BASINSKI, agent of the Deptjr MSW
1.;
 at the Towarzystwo

Rozwoju Rozwoju Ziem Zachodnich,.where he was watching aMbassador
IZYDORCZYK, chairman of this Association'

A
29, ZYGMUNT BOSIAKOWSKI, agent for W1adyslaw- Rutka (see it 6) ; now- .

vicepresident .(prorektor) of the SGPiS, Main School for Planning
and Statistics, Warsaw, Poland)

30, STANISLAW CrACEK, agent of the Dept I MSW-at the Polish. RadiO

31, JERZY CHLEBOWSKI, chairman pf the GWARDTA Sport Club at the Dept,
internal security ; branch 74

•
32. LOLEK CELARY, Dept,1 MSW, form,secretary of the Polish Embassy- in Beirut.f

used many names, his wife is a stewardess of the Polish Airlines LOT

33, KAZIMIERZ WROWSKI, recruited by Kochanski for the Dept,i MSW,
now commercial attache at the Polish - Embassy. in Buenos Aires

34. STANISLAW GALAT, Dept.I1 MSW, works at the POLONIA Association

35. Dr. LESZEK GILEJKO, Dept,II MSW, now professor at the Warsaw University.;
spies among the scholars

.36. JAN GRZYBOWIECKI, Ministry of Finances, agent of the SB MSW'

37, BENEK J. GRZYBOWSKI, First Secretary of the Party . Committee at the SGPiS,
Warsaw, Poland

38, .HENRYK HORNOWICZ, son-in-law of premier PIOTR JAROSZEWICZ, courierdipll
was stationed together with DYBALA vel JAWORSKI in New York

39.. : STANISLAW (?) . JURGIEL,'Military Intelligence ; consul in MalmU, Sweden

40,. Colonel STANISLAW JASTRZEBSKI,. head of the SB for the City of Warsaw
fired from the Dept,I MSW for too much talking

41. JDZEF JANKIEWICZ, Dept. I MSW, works at the Central Passport Bureau
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.42. FELIKS KOTOWSKI; Chief of the Finance Dept. at the Dept. I MSW, he was
.paying to the intelligence agents

43, L. KOTOWSKI, brother of # 42, Dept.of Poles Living Abroad at the Dept.I
MSW

44. jERZY KRAWCZYK, formerly consul in New York, formerly at the branch
Dept.I MSW

45. MIECZYSLAW KLIMAS, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, consul in Brussel,Belgium
Military Intelligence

46. KUBIK, ZBOWiD, Polish Veterans' Association, expert on Poles Abroad

47. JOZEF KLASA, formerly First Secretary of the Party Committee in Cracow,
Poland (PUWP), now ambassador of the PPR in Mexic, Military Intelligence

48, MIECZYSLAW KOWALSKI, Branch 1, Dept.I MSW, the best expert on Poles
Abroad affairs, as consular attache in London he has recruited as much
as possible informers (1955-1962), later the same he did in Mediolan,
.(Milano) Italy

49. ELZBIETA LUBELSKA, friend of Mrs.Helena LEWANDOWSKA

50. LUCJAN LIK, successor of TYKOCINSKI as a chief of the Polish Military•
Mission in West Berlin.

' 51: WLADYSLAW KRZEMINSKI real name SWINOGA, resident in Stockholm, superior
of Mr.Janusz Kochanski. He took this post after Boleslaw WARSZAWSKI in
Stockholm. He was then transferred to Vienna, Austria, when the ambassador
was ROSZAK.

52. Colonel STANISLAW KACZMARSKI, head of the Dept:II SB City of Warsaw,
fired from the SB for financial crimes, now works as an editor fOr
TV Warsaw, Poland

• 53. MICHAL KOLASA, Dept. II .SB MSW, poLoNIA Association

JULIAN KOWALSKI, Chicf- of the British Desk, Dept.I MSW, later correspondent
of the Polish Press Agency PAP in London, later Second Secretary of the

• PPR Embassy in Washington, DC, close friend of Witold Sienkiewicz

55. PAWEL MELCHIOR, ' Chief of the Branch 1 A, Dept. I MSW

56. ALOJZY LAREK, expert officer of the Military Intelligence

16
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57. ZDZISLAW MORAWSKI, leader of the Social Christian Association
(Spoleczne Towarzystwo ChrzecijaAskie) Ch,T.S.

58. WLADYSLAW MADURA, head of the "legalization" section, branch 1 A, Dept.
I MSW, for many. years secretary of the PPR Embassy in Helsinki, Finland
under the name of OSTROWSKI

59, MARCHEWICZ - DOMOCHOWSKI, repatriated from Canada with his entire family,
translator into English, works for the INTERPRESS Agency. His coming
back to Poland was pre-arranged by the Dept.I MSW, somebody else took
upon himself the identity of MARCHEWICZ and operates as an illegal agent
somewhere in the world, probably in USA,

Question : did the CIA informed about this fact the FBI at any time in
the past ?

60. LEOPOLD (LOLEK) MROCZEK, officer of the Dept.1 MSW employed at the
Visa Section of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, later attache at the

• PPR Embassy in Vienna, Austria

61. Dr. ZYGMUNT KUBIATOWICZ, professor of geography, empl.by  the Dept.I MSW

62. EMILJAN MANCIUR, .-First Secretary of the Roumanian Embassy in Warsaw,
Poland was trained by Mr.Janusz Kochanski for the post of a head of
Roumanians Abroad Dept. of the Roumanian Intelligence.

63. Colonel MACKIEWICZ vel MAKOWSKI, graduated from the Intelligence School
in Moscow, USSR; vicedirector of the Dept.I MSW, later counselor of the
PPR Embassy in Washington, DC. Now, most probably, chief of the Polish
Intelligence Service (Dept.I MSW).

64. .EUGENIUSZ NOWORYTA, now ambassador of. the PPR to Spain.

65. WITOLD OCHREMIAK, editor, • managing the Polish publications for France,
Jewish origin, works for the Dept. II SB MSW, worked together with Jerzy
Wolff, formerly at the Dept.VII MSW, who was later arrested together with
Wladyslaw KOMAR.

•

)66.. ANDRZEJ OSTAPKOWICZ, higly qualified employee of the Research Section of
Dept.I MSW, son of a pre-war Communist who was murdered by Stalin.

67. EUGENIUSZ PACH, speaker of TV Warsaw, Dept.III MSW .(mass-media and
communication).

68. RYSZARD PACHOCINSKI, officer of the Dept.I MSW, Director of the Institute
of Polish Culture in London

69. JERZY PAZNICKI, Jewish origin, was never abroad, expert in Exile affairs,
one of the oldest employees of the Dept.I MSW

17
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70°.. JANUSZ PILARSKI, old time agent of the Dept.I MSW, Jewish origin, in 1967
Director of the Intelligence Archives of Ministry, of Foreign Affairs.
Now probably in Israel.

71. PEJSKI, Dept. II SB MSW, officer of the , cenzorship bureau,.

72. PACZEK, Director of WARS Enterprises (Sleeping and Restaurant Cars),
officer of the Dept, II SB MSW

73. JOZEF WOZEK (WUZEK), used about 25 different names, Dept.I MSW,formerly
with General Walter in Spain during the revolution, officer of the KGB
in Africa, close friend of Eugeniusz SZYR. After some years in Austria,
he tried to obtain Austrian citizenship. Back in Poland, out of active
duty

74. CZESLAW PIEKIELNIAK, now WILKOSZEWSKI, his wife : Wanda Zadro±na,
he brought HUGON HANKE from Rome, Italy back to Poland.

75. JAN WOLSKI, nickname : Ryt, the first chief of the residentura in
Skandinavia, now works for the Polish Radio .

• 76. ALOJZY WALASZEK, brother of the first secretary of the PUWP in Szczecin,
brought forcibly back to Poland, later consul of PPR in Kiev, USSR

77. ZELENSKI, nickname : Boy, officer of the Research section, Dept.I MSW,
Has been used as a plant among the prisoners in political cels spying
them for the Sa. He played his role as a "prisoner" for more than 10
years.

78. STANISLAW ZIEBA, editor, member of the Polish congress, formerly
editor-in-chief of the Glos Ludowy in Katovice, Poland. Member of the
Polish underground army "Armia Krajowa" during World War II, but even
at that time he already cooperated with the Communists, spying against
the Armia Krajowa.

79. RYSZARD ZIEJA, code clerc for over 20 years, drunkard, pimp, Dept.' MSW.

' 80; • Dr. Mrs .• ZURAW1CKA, (wife of prof.ZurawiCki) works for the . Depi.II SB.MSW,
-Jewish origin; she was watching . RemigiuSz• Bietzanek.	 °

81. WLODZIMIERZ ZAWADZKI, formerly consul in Chicago, Illinois, "Endecja",
extreme right Polish National Party, from Poznan. Close friend of
Winiewicz and Mgclewski.
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82. FRANCISZEK BUGZEL, Dept.' MSW, employed by the POLSERVICE Enterprise,
formerly first secretary of the PPR Embassy in Helsinki, Finland

- 83. STANISLAW FRONCZAK, nickname : Cichy (deaf on one ear) formerly consul,
later charge de affairs of the Embassy in Stockholm, Sweden,
Dept. I MSW

84. MACIEJ GOLEBIOWSKI, chief of the branch 6 (Scientific and technological
intelligence) Dept. I MSW, after defection of MICHAL GOLENIEWSKI and
after BISZTYGA).

85. KONSTANTY GOWOR, captain of the Polish Sea Navigation enterprises in
Szczecin, Poland, agent of the Dept.II SBMSW

86. GOLISZEWSKI, nickname : Zyd ("Jew"), driver of the car for KACZINIARSKI and
RUTKA.

87. ZBIGNIEW KLEJN, editor, formerly member of the Armia Krajowa, he lost
his leg during the Warsaw uprisal, yet he Was all the time working for
the Communists, later he was editor-in-chief of the "Nasza Ojczyzna"
Communist magazine for Poles abroad, now with the INTERPRESS agency.

88. STANISLAW MALICKI, Dept. I MSW, old time officer of the Scandinavian.
desk at the Dept.I MSW.

89. LUDWIK PAWELEC, colonel of counterintelligence, he was the first secretary
of PPR Embassy in Indonesia at the time of Communist massacre.

. 90. RYSZARD and RYSZARDA OKRASA, code clercs at the PPR Embassy in Oslo,
Norway

91. STEFAN STANISZEWSKI, formerly with the branch 5 of Dept.I MSW, recently
ambassador'to Sweden, revoked in October 1977. His wife is known
kleptomaniac.

92. JOZEF WOJCIECHOWSKI, code clerc in Oslo, Norway, after OKRASA (see 	 90),
friend of MOCZAR-	 . .

' 93, ZYGMUNT WICHRACKI, very well edUc:ated, bartender at the' Hotel WARSZAWA,
Warsaw, .Poland, works for the Dept.II SB MSW, expert in adding poisons
into glasses, hidden photography, worked often during receptions at the
foreign embassies in Warsaw, Poland. His last known residence was in
Zoliborz, Warsaw, phone 345412.

94. TORE og LULLE OLSEN, of HRvalds vei 12, Bralikollen, Oslo.
Agent of the Polish intelligence, was denounced to the CIA in 1968.
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95. SLAWOMIR LIPOWSKI, in 1959 a known story of conflict with CZAJER.
He denounced his wife - FBI has beaten them up in their apartment
in Washington, DC, Revoked back to Roland.

96. GRAZYNA KIELAR, now about 40 of age, resides Cracow, Poland, Smolki Street
12 a/7. Works for the SB in Cracow

97. TADEUSZ SKUPINSKI, agent of the Dept.II SB MSW at the Ministry of Foreign
Trade in Warsaw, Poland.

• 98. TADEUSZ W4SOWSKI came back to Poland from Canada. His address (at his
sister's home) was Gdansk-Wrzeszcz, Kosciuszki 92/3.
His identity was used. for an illegal agent of the Polish Communist
intelligence who now exists somewhere in the world.

99. MALGORZATA KUCZYNSKA, painter, prostitute, now about 40 of age,
residing in Cracow, Slowackiego 110/9 tel.. 341-22.
Cousine of the professor of Slavistics Stanislaw Frybes.

100. JERZY OLEJNICKI, works for the SB in Warsaw, employed by the Highest
Chamber of Control (NIK)

101. TADEUSZ KORPIKIEWICZ, agent of the Dept.IV (Industry) of SB MSW, works
at the Ministry of Heavy Industry, Warsaw, Poland

102, ..PROKOP, representative of the Dept.I MSW at the SB Kielce.

103. WALDEMAR KURZEJEWSKI, Dept.II SB Warsaw, Poland

104. EVELINE JASIULKO, last known address	 1.Dana Street, Apt.4, Cambridge 38,,
Massachusetts, USA. Recruited during the Congress of Slavists in 1959. .

• Her present address to be checked. Possible contacts with RC priest,
Dr. Borowski of Yale University. Possibly, she is an agent . still in
operation. She was never denounced to the'FBI.

105, BORKOWSKI . (solicitor) lawyer in England, recruited for the. Polish
• Communist intelligence back . in 1959. .

106. EDWARD MASLOWSKI, Section Of Personnel, Dept.I MSW

107. JERZY ROZANSKI, (son of the famous Rozanski from the Bezpieka), husband .
of miss Tarnawska. .

108. JERZY ZBITOWSKI, Skandinavian desk at the Dept.' MSW, fired for loosing
his passport, SB identity card and pistol in the East Berlin.
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• 109. TADEUSZ PROC, brother-in-law of MAZOWIECKI, editor of monthly WIZ, now
quite dissident catholic magazine- MAZOWIECKI can be in danger because
of his brother-in-law activities.

' 110. ZDZISLAW MROWCZYNSKI, captain of the Dept.for Government Security

111. Dr. WALICHNOWSKI

112. WKA, Dept.I MSW

113. MIROSLAW KOZLIK, Katowice, Poland, Armii Czerwonej Street 119, or
Chorzow, Poland, Roosevelt Street 1/1, recruited in 1955 until 1962
employed by the WEGLOKOKS Enterprise, was supplied with pistol and poison .
and given the task to murder KACZURBA . if at any time he would like
to defect. KACZURBA was at that time Director of WEGLOKOKS in Sweden,
Kozlik was his deputy director.

• 114. JANUSZ KACZURBA. is the son of KACZURBA mentioned under it 113. Now.
he works at the Polish Consulate General in New York, New York.

115. WOJCIECH WCGROWICZ, officer of the Police Dept. City of Warsaw, Poland,
internal investigation unit.

116. ZYGMUNT LOJKOWSKI, head of the Vatican section (4) at the Dept.I MSW.

117. ZBIGNIEW BAZANOWSKI, internal security section (7), Dept.I MSW.

WACLAW IGLICKI, Payroll section, Dept.I MSW, Jewish origin, without his
right arm.

(to be continued upon request)

• JRK:KZH:ej

original 4. 5 copies

distribution as per
executive decision
not before November 24,1977
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POLISH COMMUNIST INTELLIGENCE AGENTS in SWEDEN

Some of the listed below individuals can be out of Sweden already or not
operative anymore but, many of them are still active.

Full description of these individuals and their activities in the past
can be presented upon request, after reaching an agreement as to
conditions of such disclosure. Each case can be supported by 1-2 page
additional report.

This list was prepared on I■loveMber_7„1977.by JANUSZ RAWICZ-KOCHANSKI,
former Polish intelligence s officer who defected to the West after.
several years of cooperation with the CIA. As of today, this list of

• agents was never disclosed to anyone except the CIA.

Most of the individuals listed below are operating in Stockholm, Sweden
unless a different name of city is mentioned next to particular name.

• 1. GUNNAR ANKRSON, Communist, nickname : Typownik
2. LEONARD BRUCK vel LENNART BRICK, Svenska Bild och Textbyra
3. ALLEN and ANNA BARK, crypto-Communists
4. BENGT CRAMNER, journalist "Dagens Nyheter"
5. OSKAR CHOMICKI, Polish TV
6. JANUSZ CZAJECKI, waiter at the Restaurant "VALLINGBY"
7. SOLVEIG HANSSON i with her husband GUNNAR, nickname : Help
8. RICHARD C. HANSEN, nickname : Dick, American student, allegedly

planted by the CIA
9. WACLAW HARASZKIEWICZ, nicknames : Wacek, Fryzjer
10. ZYGMUNT JANIEC; informer in Gdteborg, Sweden .
11. ALINA KULLE, nee GRABOWSKA of Cracow, Poland, informer, nickname : Park
12.. HELENA KARLSSON, nickname 	 Ronneby
13, JAKUB KERNER, uncle of TADEUSZ KERNER the famous pianist, nickname

Pianista ; TADEUSZ,KERNER is also an agent of the SB
14. LANGE, the entire family , nickname : Kork, or Korek
15. MIAZIO, nickname : Safety (he has rented safe houses for the intelligence)
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16. BERTIL NYDAHL,'very important informer at the Svenska Institutet
17. GUNNEL LINDAHL, Communist, she defected to Poland in 1967,

worked as an informer, nickname : Elektryk
18, DAVID POPIELNIK, nickname : KGB, allegedly hatred "Russians" but

"loved" Poles
19. WLODZIMIERZ POLANSKI, nickname : Skar, uncle of ROMAN POLANSKI famous

film producer, who also cooperated with the SB and his
"defection" to the West was fully pre-arrangedtt

20. AXEL SODERBERG, nickname : Pisarz, an informer from within the newsmen
community

21. MARIAN RADETZKI, formerly RAPPAPORT, nickname : Student
22. MARGARET TORNBORG, nickname : K.Orlik (# 23 is her sister)
23. BRITT STRANDMARK, nickname : Lynda
24. OLLE SANDBERG, nickname : Teacher (Mr.Janusz Rawicz-Kochanski was

a witness during Ilef. trial in Sweden, 1968)
25. TOKARZEWSKI, nickname : Oscar Larsen, recruited by "Witold" Szymaniak
26. REIDAR LARSSON, nickname : Uppsala, has delivered prof.Trypucko and

was the expert in bringing "students" and "scholars" from Poland
into Sweden

27. the group of : ZBIGNIEW NOWICKI, SW4TEK and others from Huddinge,
Sweden, active in "helping" the refugees from Poland in Sweden,
collecting info in this area for the SB and recruiting some of
refugees for the service as informers

28. MARIAN POSTOL (Post(51) nickname : Table, worked for the group
described under # 27

• 29. WANDA EDEGREN, nee Brzeslawska, nickname : Prostytutka
30. TOVE SKINNERS and BARG STENBERG, agents. at the Statens Veterinar-

meloing av Medicinska Institutet
- 31. ULLA FOLKHORN and the entire family FEDEWICZ of Zoliborz, Warsaw,

Poland, including her brother Jan, known as the group "IKAR".
This affair lasted for about 15 years. .

32. LENA KRAINSTR5M, nickname : Frbken, helped to recruit 011e Sandberg,
described Under # 24. She was "helper" from . the Soviet Embassy.
Professionally used as a sex-trap.

33. Illegal network of JANUSZ DULNY, nickname : SLON, who left Sweden,
and of WISNIEWSKI, nickname : Zenek, who still is in Sweden.
This network consists of some 25-30 people, most of them known to
Mr.Janusz Ramicz-Kochanski.
Below some examples of.the system of contacts . within this illegal

• network.	 •
Main contact once a month. In even months - page 551 in the telephone
directory Sl, second phone-booth from Sybillegatan, Stockholm.

• If marked " x3 ", material has been placed on first monday of the
month. In odd months - page 1285 in the telephone directory SY in the
phone-booth at.FRRIEDENSPLACE (first Tuesday of the month). If marked
" x3 " in a circle, means : material has been taken away. If the same

• sign in a double circle - new material for the intelligence has been
placed,
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Materials have been placed in a tube of shaving creme RAKIN in the even
months or 'COLGATE in the odd months, in the friseur shop of D.BERKOWICZ.

,If anything was not exactly in accordance with these rules, the contacts
ceased immediately. Mrs. Krystyna Kochanski was the person who has been
assigned to empty this "mail box". The sign "x3" in double circle was
then crossed with a single line, which has had the meaning "operation
for this month finished".
The sign : " 000X1 " marked "sudden interruption".
The sign "1020" in red - "deadly danger, come back to Poland

, immediately".

34. SAS-SIERSZYNSKI of Sweden, was recruited on April 14, 1958 at the Hotel
"Roxy", Kurfth-stendamm 44, Berlin

35	 EVZEN and VERA ZUKAL, work fôr the Czech intelligence.

36. SMIRNOW and A.TURPIN from the Soviet Embassy have been the "advisors"
and supervisors of the Polish Communist Intelligence Service in
Stockholm, Sweden.

37. The emergency mailing address for the agents active in Sweden was at
that time :	 Zygmunt GANOWSKI

u1.3 Maja 7 m.26, Warszawa 	 (warsaw, Poland)
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POLISH COMMUNIST INTELLIGENCE AGENTS in NORWAY

SoMe of the listed below individuals can be out of Norway already or not
operative anymore but, many of them are still active.

Full description of these individuals and their activities in the past
can be presented upon request, after reaching an agreement as. to the
conditions of such disclosure. Each case can be supported by 1-2 page
additional report.

The list was prepared on November 7, 1977 by JANUSZ RAWICZ-KOCHANSKI,
former Polish Intelligence officer who defected to the West after
several years of cooperation with the CIA. As of today, this list of
agents was never disclosed to anyone except the CIA.

Most of the individuals listed below are Operating in Oslo, Norway
unless a different name of a city is mentioned next to the particular
name.

1, HALINA BIRKELAND with her husband (free-lancer)
2. EUGENIO BARBA and AGNETE STROM, he allegedly broke-off with the

Communism, as a part of the game
3. LUCJA DOMINIAK - STEFAN CIESLAK
4. HANS NORMANN DAHL, 'student
5: KAMILLA FLYDAL, with her husband FRANK, professor
6. KNUT and ELIN ESDAILE, he - architector, she - actress
7. PER Th. EGGESVIK (AVF)
8, KRYSTYNA HOYE, dentist
9. SVEN KOHT, free-lancer

10. VESLEMOY HASBUND, actress
11. ROALD HALVORSEN
12. ARVID uJACOBSEN, (AVF).
13- SIGBJORN MARIUS HOLMEBAKK, writer
14. LEON tIS, painter 	 .	 '
15, KRISTIAN and SOLVEIG KULSTAD
16. hALINA MESSEL (?)
17. URSZULA PIWONSKA, nurse

MTECZYSLAW OLEANDER, student
19. KJELL RESI, newsman
20. FREDRIK ROSTAD, teacher
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21. KRZYSZTOF SELIGA
22. KAN and PETER WOLLNICK
23. RYSZARD WARSINSKI (Professor)
24. GEORG ROSEF (Viwi GULBRANDSEN)
25. CHARLES JOHANESSEN •

This listing to be continued.
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SECRET MATERIAL ATTACIM

Federal Bureau of Investigation	
DEC 2 1977

BY LIAISON

Director
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C.

Attention: Deputy Director for Operations

[XXI. For your information, I am enclosing communications which may be
of interest to you.

ri 2. It will be appreciated if you will have the investigation conducted
as requestedin the enclosed memorandum and furnish the results.

Fl 3. No further investigation is contemplated with regard to this matter.

ri 4'. You will be advised of the pertinent developments in connection
with this inquiry.

(-1 5- Please note change in caption of this case.

n 6. Status of case:	 f--7 Completed	 	  Incomplete

Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

It is requested that you expeditiously pro-
vide this Bureau with any information received
from DS-2157 regarding the matter referred to
in paragraph 3, page 2, of the November 28, 197
worandum and to paragraph 2, page . 2, of the
December 2,,.-1977. memoren um. 'DLT-1 As your

D office,\	 'D1-2-is-DS-2157.

FEU/ DOJ

454W= MAIT43,T AT! ATTACIDO


